**spot-checker** is a battery powered electronic random selection unit mounted on a robust plastic clipboard. The unit can be hand held or placed on a desk top.

Uses include Security or Health & Safety policy enforcement. Allows for the conduct of totally unbiased random spot checks on personnel or vehicles.

Simple and quick to operate, subject pushes the large red button and gets an instant CHECK or PASS visual and audible indicator.

**Randomizer features:**
- Clear indication of CHECK or PASS with daylight visible lights and audible tones
- Large 50mm diameter pushbutton
- Check/Pass percentage ratio adjusted by internal switches
- 'Check' ratio setting adjustable from 0 (no one) to 100% (everyone) in 0.5% steps
- Selection guaranteed to be totally unpredictable - previous indication has no influence over next indication

**Clipboard:**
Clipboard takes up to A4 size paper and has an integral pen holder (pen included). Can be used for paperwork to:
- Record all checks
- Log staff, visitors, or contractors
Also to retain other paperwork, site information, delivery notes etc.

**Applications include:**
- Theft prevention by searches of personnel, bags and vehicles
- Screening for prohibited items, drugs, alcohol, weapons etc.
- Random testing for intoxication by drugs and alcohol
- Compliance checking and inspections

**Technical specifications**
- Weight: 700 grams including batteries
- Size: H 333mm, W 343mm, H 45mm
- Power: 3 x AA batteries (supplied)